
Press release: Event brings North East
Flood Wardens together

From Cleveland to Northumberland, there are groups of flood wardens in
communities in the North East.

On Tuesday November 6, the Environment Agency hosted an event to say thank
you, to bring groups together in one place and show how by working together
they can be more resilient to flooding.

Flood wardens – from areas including Corbridge, Morpeth, North Tyneside and
Croft-on-Tees – were also given a tour of the new state-of-the-art North East
Area Incident Room, which opened a year ago, where it was explained to them
the steps the Environment Agency takes during an incident.

Phil Taylor, the Environment Agency’s Flood Resilience Team leader for the
North East, hosted the event along with the four Flood Community Engagement
Officers who work across the region to support communities in preparing for
flooding. He said:

The event was really successful and was our chance to say thank you
to them for taking the time out of their busy lives to support
their communities in preparing for and during and after a flood.

By bringing the different flood warden groups together, they were
able to share ideas about their community flood plan, and learn
from each other’s experiences. And it was an opportunity to talk
about the work we are doing to recruit more wardens and set up new
groups in communities at risk.

The local knowledge flood wardens can provide on the ground is
invaluable. They complement our work by implementing their
community action plans and offer a key point of contact for us to
be able to warn and inform.

Northumbrian Water also attended the event with some of their volunteer Water
Rangers as the two organisations work together to understand how both sets of
volunteers can join forces.

The Environment Agency’s four Flood Community Engagement Officers – Taryn Al-
mashgari for Tyne and Wear, Sarah Duffy for Cleveland, Anna Caygill for
Durham and Darlington and Colin Hall for Northumberland – work together with
local authorities to help communities understand the different types of
flooding, whether they are at risk, and how to prepare in the event of a
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flood.

The Environment Agency is encouraging people to learn how to Prepare Act
Survive in a flood to reduce the impacts of damage.

Press release: Event brings North East
Flood Wardens together

Teams of volunteer flood wardens across the North East are playing a vital
role in helping protect their communities

A grand opportunity

A £1000 cash prize, plus a sponsored trip to the Nuffield Farming Conference,
will be awarded to the winner of this year’s AgriScot Business Skills
competition.

Words of Kung-Fu Panda inspire
students

Students at SRUC’s recent winter graduation ceremony were asked to take
inspiration from the wise words of a noted philosopher – not Karl Marx or
Confucius, but Kung Fu Panda.

Press release: New Northumberland
flood scheme complete

The Environment Agency and Port of Blyth have worked together to build a
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£600,000 flood wall to protect homes and businesses in Blyth.


